The approximation of the solution of the first boundary value problem for a strongly nonlinear second-order elliptic problem in divergence form by the mixed finite element method is considered. Existence and uniqueness of the approximation are proved and optimal error estimates in L2 are established for both the scalar and vector functions approximated by the method.
Introduction
A large number of physical phenomena are modeled by partial differential equations or systems of parabolic type-in evolution, or elliptic-at steady state. Most of the models have quite strong nonlinearities which, typically, are either weakened or removed (by linearization) before the problem is treated analytically or numerically.
It is frequently the case that it is at least as important (if not more so) to obtain a good approximation of some function of the gradient of the solution of the differential equation (which may represent, for example, a velocity field or electric field) as an approximation of the solution itself (which may represent, respectively, a pressure or an electric potential). The mixed finite element method computes both approximations simultaneously and with the same order of accuracy, be it directly or through postprocessing and, for some problems, it seems to yield better results than standard finite element methods. For secondorder elliptic problems, the mixed method was described and analyzed by many authors [3, 5, 7, 11] in the case of linear equations in divergence form, as well as in [4, 8, 9] for quasilinear problems in divergence form.
In this paper we shall start to study the applicability of the mixed method to more strongly nonlinear problems. Specifically, we consider the following boundary value problem:
f -div(fl(Vp)) = / inß,
where ßcl2 is a bounded, convex domain with C2-boundary 9ß ; a tilde under a symbol is used to indicate a vector, aifixR2-»!2 is twice continuously difierentiable with bounded derivatives through second order, / e Hx/2+E°(Q) and g e H2+E°(3Çl), e0 > 0. Note that this implies p e #5/2+e°(ß) [6] . We shall not indicate explicitly the dependence of any function on the spatial variables x . Furthermore, we shall assume that a has a bounded positive definite Jacobian with respect to the second argument, that is, with a ( z ) = (ax(z),a2(z)), z eR2, 0<A(z)<|^4<A(z).
3(zx,z2) These conditions are satisfied, for example, for q(V p) = k(\V p\)V p, with K a nonnegative function. Such is the problem, for example, in the model for minimal surfaces, where / = 0 and
Our assumption on the Jacobian gr1'^2? implies (using the implicit function theorem) that V p can be locally represented as a function of the "flux"
We shall assume that this representation is global, and that u e Hi/2+e°(íl)2 n C°'X(Q)2-Remark 1.1. Note that the domain of b is not known and, though it may be small in specific cases, it always contains a ball centered at u in L°°(ß). Let us denote such a ball by 3 §o ■ Combining (1.1)-(1.3), we arrive at the following coupled system of firstorder equations for u and p :
, p = -g on öß.
We now let V = H (div ; ß) = { v e L2(ß)2 : div v e L2(ß)} , W = L2(Q), and arrive at the mixed weak form of (1.1) we shall use: (u , p) e V xW is the solution of the system
where n is the unit exterior normal vector on <9ß, (•,•) and (•',•) denote, respectively, the L2(ß)-inner product and the L2(öß)-inner product. We consider a family of subspaces V ,x Wh of V x W (they may be Raviart-Thomas [11] or Brezzi-Douglas-Marini [1] families, for instance) associated with a quasiuniform family of polygonal decompositions of ß by triangles or quadrilaterals, with boundary elements allowed to have one curved side. The mixed finite element method we shall analyze is the discrete form of (1.4) and is given by: Find (uh,pf,)e V hxWh such that
This is a nonlinear algebraic system in the components of (u h, ph), which we must prove is uniquely solvable. The plan of the paper is as follows: in the next section we prove the unique solvability of (1.5); in §3 we derive L2-error estimates for u h and ph , and in §4 we derive L°°-error estimates for u h . Finally, in §5 we discuss how these results apply to the model for minimal surfaces.
Existence and uniqueness
We shall follow some of the ideas of [9] to use a fixed point argument for the proof of existence. First, we derive from (1.4) and (1.5) the following error equations:
We shall need the following relations, which are integral forms of Taylor's formula: for p e ¿@0 » (2.2) where || • ||Q,r denotes the standard norm in the Sobolev space Wa'r(Çl) (r = 2 being omitted in this notation). Using (2.7), we rewrite (2.6) as (2.10)
Consider now the following (selfadjoint) operator M = M*: H2(Q) -* L2(ß),
whose restriction to H2(Çl) n H0l(il) has a bounded inverse. That is, for any W G L2(ß), there is a unique ç\> € H2(Yí) n H¿(Q) such that Mtj) = w and \\<j>h < oil Vilo • This is guaranteed by the assumption that B~x( u ) = A(u) = g(z¡'z2|( u ) is positive definite, since u is uniformly Lipschitz [6] .
We shall show that (2.1) is uniquely solvable by using a fixed point argument. Let h be small enough that nn u e Vh n 3 §o, and choose a ball 3SX centered at it h u such that 3SX c 3 §o with respect to the L°°-norm. Let now <D: (.#, n Vh) xWh-* VhxWh be given by
where ( y , q) is the solution of the system (2.12)
Note that, since the left-hand side of (2.12) corresponds to the mixed finite element method for the operator M given by (2.11) with B( u) smooth and Hx(-) and H2(-) uniformly bounded on âè\ , the operator «3> is well defined [3] . Clearly, in order to establish the solvability of (1.5), it suffices to prove the following theorem (compare (2.10) with (2.12)):
Theorem 2.1. For h sufficiently small, <I> has a fixed point.
We shall need the following technical result, the proof of which follows in an analogous way to the one used in [9] . Let now "V = V h endowed with the strong norm IMIsr» = 11^ llo,4+£ + l|div u||0.
Theorem 2.1 will be true if we prove the following result. Theorem 2.3. For ô > 0 sufficiently small (dependent on h via the inverse inequality (2.18), and smaller than the radius of ¿ßx so that <P is well defined on 3 §\), «3> maps the ball of radius S of 2f x Wh , centered at (nn u , Pf,p), into itself.
Proof. Let \\nk u -p ||^ < ô and \\Pnp -p\\wh < à • We use in the sequel 6 = 4 + s (0 < £ « 1) and s = I + e + ^ . Then, s - § = ¿ + s0, where 0 < eo = e + -$¡1 ^ 1 • Therefore, the Sobolev embedding theorem implies that /73/2+£°(ß) c W*>e(Çl) and ||x||il0 < ß£||x||3/2+£" • Note that the second equation in (2.12) implies that (2.14) div(nhu -y) = 0.
We now apply Lemma 2.2 to (2.12), using eg = n"u -y , x = Pf,p-q , m = 0, We can also show that the solution of (1.5) is unique (near (u , p)). We shall prove now an improved version of Lemma 2.2 .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We shall now apply Lemma 3.1 to the derivation of Lq-error estimates for the scalar function Pf,, for 2 < q < +oc . Also note that these estimates are both of optimal rate and, in case that || u Hr-1 < C\\p\\r, as in the linear case, and r > 3 (which requires k > 2), then the L2 estimate is also optimal in regularity (that is, \\p -pz,||o < C/ir||p||r). This is true because Sobolev's embedding theorem gives //2+£(ß)2 c C0, '(ß)2.
L°°-ERROR ESTIMATES FOR THE VECTOR FUNCTION U h
In this section, we shall extend some of the ideas of [8] . First, we shall need an Lq version of the Duality Lemma 2.2. Proof. We shall employ a duality argument. For w £ L6'(£1), let tf> e W2'6'(ß)
be the unique solution of M*tf> = y/ in ß, </> = 0 on <9ß such that ||<^||2,e' < AT||i//||o,0p . The result now follows from (3.6) by the same argument as used in Lemma 3.1. □ To prove our L°°-estimates, we shall use Nitsche's weighted L2-norms [10] . Let p > 0, p(x) = \x -xQ\2 + p2, x0 e ß fixed, x e ß. Then, the weighted L2-norm with weight p is defined as \\v\\r,ß = \\ß~hyh, reR, y e L2(Q)2.
We shall need several well-known properties of these norms, which we list as lemmas. Combining (4.6) and (4.7), we arrive, using (2.9), at the relation Finally, by (4.2) and (4.9), |<?||o,oo < Ch VI|ct||i, < C|ln/z|ï/zr_i||u||ri00, \<r<k+l. G Remark 4.5. The error estimate of Theorem 4.4 is optimal in regularity (only for r > 1 , since the constant C depends on || u ||co.i(ñ)2 f°r any r) > Dut ^ *s one half power of h suboptimal in rate. This matches the estimate obtained in [9] for the quasilinear case, but it is not as sharp as that of [4] . We can now combine Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.4 to obtain a better L°°-estimate for the error in ph than the one given in Remark 3.4. That estimate requires as many derivatives in u as in p , while the one which follows requires one half derivative less in u than in p . Theorem 4.6. Assume that p e H/r,00(ß) and u e H/r"i00(ß) for some given e, 0 < e <c 1, and 1 < r < k + 1. Then, for h sufficiently small, IIP-PaIIo.oo < C/t'GI/zllr.oo + llwllr-l.oJ, <Ch'\\u\\y_i+e¡00, l<y<k + \-e, and the result follows from (2.8). n Remark 4.7. The error estimate for x = Pf,p -Pf, in Theorem 4.6 is superconvergent by almost one half power of h in L°° . This is an improvement over the first result for the quasi-linear case [8] , but it is not as sharp as that of [4] , which gives a superconvergent estimate by one power of h .
5. Application to the minimal surface equation However, in order for B to be bounded, we must be sure that \u\ < 1 . This is equivalent to | YpI being uniformly bounded in ß, which holds under our assumptions. It then follows that \u\< p < 1 (for some positive constant p).
